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SECRETARY OF STATE,
Washington,

US URGENT
10603, December 6, 6 p.m.
FOR TEMP. FRG. BAIN

London's London TIMES and EVENING STANDARD carried stories reported from Swedish sources to the effect that the Hungarian Quisling, Szalasy, was trying to barter the lives of 4500 Hungarian Jews for the recognition of his government. According to the press, the Swedish government is reported trying to find a way to save the lives of the Jews without submitting to Szalasy's blackmail.

World Jewish Congress in London immediately approached Swedish Legation to determine situation and ascertain what was going to be done. They were informed today that Sweden did not intend to recognize the Hungarian Government but that Sweden "will negotiate and play for time" in order to save the lives of the Jews now under protection of the Swedish protective passport.

First Secretary Swedish Legation told World Jewish Congress to
-2- 410803, December 6, 8 p.m., from London.

Congress to keep this strictly confidential and to take steps if possible to prevent Jewish press publicizing the above mentioned news story and making public inquiries as to what was going to be done. Legation explained that such publicity could only serve to defeat the plan to play for time, since the Hungarian Government would be forced to keep up its prestige and would probably try to force a quick decision on this point. Jewish press here thinks Swedish position logical and will not further publicize this story. You may care to discuss matter with World Jewish Congress and other Jewish groups at the earliest possible moment.

WINANT

Amb
This message was reported to Stockholm as Embassy's 655.
The British Legation at Stockholm has informed Foreign
Office that information has been received from the Government of Sweden
to the effect that the Government of Hungary has declared its willingness
to permit 5000 Jews possessing Swedish protective passports to depart
from Hungary; also that authorities of Germany have stated that they will
allow transit through Germany of a group of 400 to 500 such persons.

The British Legation at Stockholm has been instructed
by Foreign Office to urge Sweden to arrange to transport and receive such
a group of persons. In addition, the Foreign Office is trying to get
the Governments of Switzerland and Sweden to take similar action for the
benefit of the remaining 4000 persons in Hungary who hold Swedish
protective passports.
The following message is for ISAB, attention Mr. Fehlo.

Reference is made herewith to the Embassy's telegram of September 11, 1944.

The paragraph given below is a paraphrase of the substance of an intercepted message in reply to an inquiry concerning the possibility of rescue of Jews from Hungary, sent to the Foreign Office via the British legation at Bern.

The questions which the British Government raised have unfortunately been partly overtaken by events. From Hungary to Romania emigration is impossible and most difficult to Switzerland and Sweden. In spite of the Hungarian Government's statement that it will allow Jews to migrate to countries prepared to accept them and to Palestine in particular, permission for Jews to leave Hungary and cross Germany is not agreed to by the German Government. Although the committee is persevering in its efforts to help Hungarian Jews, it is at present meeting greatest obstacles.

The Foreign Office states in communicating this discouraging information to the Embassy, that it can probably be taken as an advanced negative reply to any joint Anglo-American approach in connection with the release of 2,100 Jews whose departure from Hungary
Hungary is held up because of reluctance on the part of Germany to permit them to reach Palestine. The views of the United States Government on this specific issue are still being awaited by the Foreign Office.
In a conference today with Mason, Chief of Refugees Section of Foreign Office, he stated that Swiss had asked British Government for safe conduct for boats which would take Jews from Hungary down the Danube River. The Swiss had stated that such appeared to be the only means of evacuating some 2,000 whose departure the Germans were willing to permit provided transportation could be obtained. Mason stated that he was advised that the Danube had been so thoroughly mined by Allied Air Forces that any vessel would stand little likelihood of getting through safely and accordingly his Government felt that safe conduct for such vessel could not be granted. He is so advising the Swiss today.

Mason also stated that Barlas, Jewish Agency representative in Istanbul had requested permission to go to Bucharest.
-2-7364, September 8, 8 p.m., from London.

Bucharest. He is going to allow Barlas to go there after British officials have arrived which will be a matter of only a few days. I urged that he might like to allow Barlas to go now to survey the situation and have a program ready to put in operation when the British officers arrived. However, he thought that since this was only a matter of a few days he should not make an issue of it with the other authorities concerned.

WINANT

WM

REG
FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Embassy, London
DATED: August 25, 1944
NUMBER: 6808

FOR AMBASSADOR FROM WAR REFUGEE BOARD,

Please refer to your No. 6784 concerning the conference on August 21st regarding the implementation of the acceptance of the Hungarian offer.

Recent events suggest to us quite forcefully that in reality there will neither be time nor opportunity for any large scale rescue operations from Hungary. This seems particularly true in view of recent indications we have received that the Germans actually will not (repeat not) permit emigration of Jews from Hungary except as part of an unacceptable ransom scheme.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, this government is anxious to continue doing everything possible to relieve the precarious situation of the Jews in Hungary. Accordingly, suggestions of the IGC and the other groups present at the above-mentioned conference have been examined with a great deal of interest. You are authorized to indicate to the various groups represented that the War Refugee Board and the Department are in general agreement with the suggestion that the IGC assume active responsibility and leadership in this matter.

As has
As has already been indicated in the various cables which have been sent or repeated to you, this Government has taken unilaterally many, if not all, of the steps suggested in the memorandum submitted by the IGC, both as regards Intercross and neutral governments. We have already received confirmation from Intercross that it is actively pursuing many of the lines of activity, both as to relief and rescue, now suggested by IGC. Moreover, all of the neutrals have been requested by this Government to communicate to the Hungarian authorities their willingness to receive refugees from Hungary, and the neutrals have been given guarantees of financial aid and prompt evacuation. Nearly all of the neutrals have indicated to the Hungarians their willingness to receive refugees. In addition to making 5,000 children's visas available for children from Hungary or other European countries, other action concerning the granting of American visas to Jews in Hungary has been or is being taken, and the neutral governments as well as the Hungarians have been so advised. Mexico has already indicated to us its willingness to receive refugees for the duration of the war.

You should indicate to the British Government and the IGC that while the foregoing action has already been taken by this Government, we are anxious to cooperate in working out such further measures as may be deemed necessary or advisable, and are in general agreement that such steps be taken under the leadership of the IGC. However, in order to avoid confusion in making
making plans for further action to be taken and in order to
keep abreast of the rapidly changing military and political
situation, the War Refugee Board desires to take advantage of
the forthcoming visit of Mr. Goodhart to Washington to effect
an exchange of views. In addition, the Board is sending to
London at once, Mr. James H. Mann, Assistant Executive Director,
who will be able to give IGC and interested agencies of the
British Government complete information concerning the action
already taken by this Government to implement the acceptance of
the Hungarian offer.

HULL
GABLE TO AMBASSADOR WINANT, LONDON, FROM WAR REFUGEE BOARD,

Please refer to your No. 6734 concerning the conference on August 1st regarding the implementation of the Hungarian offer.

Recent events suggest to us quite forcefully that in reality there will neither be time nor opportunity for any large scale rescue operations from Hungary. This seems particularly true in view of recent indications we have received that the Germans actually will not (report not) permit migration of Jews from Hungary except as part of an unacceptable ransom scheme.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Government is anxious to continue doing everything possible to relieve the precarious situation of the Jews in Hungary. Accordingly, suggestions of the IGO and the other groups present at the above-mentioned conference have been examined with a great deal of interest. You are authorized to indicate to the various groups represented that the War Refugee Board and the Department are in general agreement with the suggestion that the IGO assume active responsibility and leadership in this matter.

As has already been indicated in the various cables which have been sent or reported to you, this Government has taken unilaterally many, if not all, of the steps suggested in the memorandum submitted by the IGO, both as regards Interross and neutral governments. We have already received confirmation from Interross that it is actively pursuing many of the lines of activity, both as to relief and rescue, now suggested by IGO. Moreover, all of the neutrals have been requested by this Government to communicate to the Hungarian authorities their willingness to receive refugees from Hungary, and the neutrals have been given guarantees of financial aid and prompt evacuation. Nearly all of the neutrals have indicated to the Hungarians their willingness to receive refugees. In addition to making 25,000 children’s visas available for children from Hungary or other European countries, other action concerning the granting of American visas to Jews in Hungary has been or is being taken, and the neutral governments as well as the Hungarians have been so advised. Mexico has already indicated to us its willingness to receive refugees for the duration of the war.

You should indicate to the British Government and the IGO that while the foregoing action has already been taken by this Government, we are anxious to cooperate in working out such further measures as may be deemed necessary or advisable, and are in general agreement that such steps be taken under the leadership of the IGO. However, in order to avoid confusion in making plans for further action to be taken and in order to keep abreast of the rapidly changing military and political situation, the War Refugee Board desires to take advantage of the forthcoming visit of Mr. Goodhart to Washington to effect an exchange of views. In addition, the Board is sending to London at once, Mr. James H. Mann, Assistant Executive Director, who will be able to give IGO and interested agencies of the British Government complete information concerning the action already taken by this Government to implement the acceptance of the Hungarian offer.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

[Date: 1944-08-01]

Miss Chauncey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, DuBois, Friedman, Hodel, Laughlin, Lesser, Mann, McCormick, Cable Control Files
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT  
WAR REFUGEE BOARD  
INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION  

DATE August 23, 1944

TO  Mr. Fehle

FROM  Mr. Akzin

Subject: 6710 from London, dated August 18th

May I draw your attention to the fact that the cable under reference, clearly indicates that the initiative in connection with the Hungarian situation has passed into the hands of Great Britain.

This probably means that the rescue action will be conducted on a far more limited scale than that envisaged by the War Refugee Board. However that may be, we were unable to prevent it, and may as well resign ourselves to playing a second fiddle in what from now on will be a British and IGC show.

Respectfully,

[Signature]
CONTROL COPY

Secretary of State
Washington.

6854, Twenty-third
FOR WAR REFUGEE BOARD

MANCHESTER GUARDIAN today carries following
article regarding difficulties attending emigration
Jews from Hungary:

"Jews From Hungary.
"New German Obstruction.
"From our diplomatic correspondent.
"The first few thousand Jews who were due to
emigrate from Hungary under the offer recently made
by Horthy to the International Red Cross have not
been granted permission to leave by the German
authorities. According to continental sources
the Germans are, on the contrary, creating con-
siderable new difficulties in an obvious attempt
to obstruct the Hungarian offer by pressure as
well as by blackmail. A fresh reminder from the
from the Allies to Hungary to give effect to the obligations would seem to be of special importance now.

Jews in Budapest—about 240,000 are still herded together in the ghettos there—have now been granted some facilities. They have recently been allowed to leave the ghetto from 10 in the morning until 5 in the afternoon and to obtain small sums from their accounts.

Appeal To Hungarians.

The Hungarian Council in Great Britain held a meeting in London on Monday to protest against the crimes committed by the Budapest Government against Hungarian Jews and other patriotic Hungarians. Count Michael Karolyi, President of the Council, took the chair, and messages were read from the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of Chichester, several M.P.'s, and many Hungarian organizations in the United States.

A message was accepted by the meeting for broadcast by the BBC to the Hungarian people. This message threatened all the criminals with swift and severe retribution and appealed to all decent Hungarians to help their Jewish compatriots.
to defy all the orders of Himmler's German and Hungarian henchmen, and to speed up the liberation of Hungary by every means, thus enabling the Hungarian people to live once again up to the true traditions of Hungarian ideals".

WINANT

WTD
MFM
Yesterday evening an informal conference was held for the purpose of discussing steps to be taken to implement acceptance of Hungarian offer regarding Jews and at the conference the Embassy was represented. The Director and Vice Director of IGC, two members of refugee section of the Foreign Office, and representatives of Treasury, Admiralty, and Ministry of War Transport were present. Also in attendance was Professor Arthur Goodhart, who is to represent the War Refugee Board.

A memorandum was submitted by the Director of IGC proposing that American and British Governments immediately take the following steps so as to get under way without delay the relief program:

1. Intercessor is to be requested by British and American Governments:

   (A) To carry on with the Government of Hungary the necessary discussions.

   (B) To use its influence to obtain good treatment of Jews in Hungary and especially toward having deportations stopped.

   (C) To...
(C) To advise IGC and the Governments of the United States and Great Britain of all developments, especially any renewal of deportations of Jews.

(D) To nominate persons to constitute early contingents of Jews departing from Hungary.

(E) To take care of relief within Hungary.

(F) To make a report as regards practical routes for removing refugees from the country.

(G) To act in concert with special representatives in Hungary of the Swedish Government who are handling refugee problems.

The following gives substance of remaining paragraphs of the memorandum submitted by the director which are explanatory of points covered above and give certain views of the director.

2. (a) Children and (b) persons to whom Palestine certificates are available should be included in early contingents. An approach should be made to Canada with a view to getting it to grant one thousand visas to supplement five thousand American visas transferred from children in Hungary to children in France. A request for temporary refuge for three thousand children might also be made of Portugal.

3. Apparently the best routes, pending report by Inter-areas, are (a) to Switzerland, (b) overland to Palestine through Bulgaria, (c) overland to Sweden, (d) to Romania and from there to Palestine by sea. A request to investigate the possibility
of safe conduct for (d) might be made of Intercross.

4. With respect to maintenance in Hungary, Intercross should be encouraged to press the Government of Hungary to permit Jews to use their own resources to support themselves. Private funds available to Intercross through licenses issued to IGC by United States Treasury can be used by Intercross if it is necessary to provide maintenance. Should these be insufficient, IGC may make further funds available. If sufficient Hungarian currency cannot be purchased in Switzerland, American and/or Swiss currency should be sent to Hungary. Use should be made of private funds so long as they last, after which a request for further funds under operational expenditure arrangements should be made of British and American Governments by IGC.

5. Responsibility for maintenance of refugees in neutral countries is given to IGC and it should be associated with approaches to such countries. It is felt by IGC that such maintenance should be handled by it. Sweden and Switzerland may well refuse to accept outside financial aid, but undoubtedly a guarantee concerning additional supplies would be desired by them. The Governments of Great Britain and the United States might desire to reaffirm guarantees given previously.

6. The arrangements for exit by way of the Balkans could best be handled by British and American Ambassadors in Ankara and Intercross in cooperation with IGC and, when destination is
is Palestine, with Jewish agency for Palestine.

7. An early start is considered essential and proposals
given above would make possible immediate beginning of action.
Looking ahead still further, temporary refuge could be arranged
at Tripolitania and the camp at Wadhala might accommodate a
thousand refugees in addition to neutral countries. If the
British and American Governments demonstrate that they are
taking practical measures to receive considerable numbers in
their own territories, Mexico and Brazil might respond.

This is the end of the summary of the memorandum submitted
by the director.

It was stated by Treasury representative, with respect
to finance, that in order to draft a special appropriation bill,
it would be necessary to have an estimate of cost, but he had
no anxiety about obtaining the needed amount. It was stated
by the representative of the Ministry of War Transport that
the evacuation vessel could be ready on thirty days' notice
but it is essential to have safe conduct. The impracticability
of water transport without safe conduct due to hazards of the
Aegean Sea dominated by air power of Germany was emphasized by
the representative of the Admiralty.

The representative of the Foreign Office stated that ICC
proposals (a) through (g) agreed with the British Government's
views and that they could be cabled to the British Legation
in Bern with explanatory comments.
It was stated by the Embassy representative, in answer to specific question, that although he had received no instructions and he could give no formal assurances, he had discussed with Dubois of WHB the whole subject and believed that the proposals were in agreement with WHB views.

The IOC director stated that he wished IOC to take more active part in meeting the offer by Hungary than acting solely as fiscal agent in the matter.

It was the general consensus that while large migration from Hungary may actually be rendered superfluous by the rapid development of the military situation, quick action by the British and American Governments is most necessary.
The following is for Fehde, V.R.S.

With reference to Department's cable of August 19, No. 6611, before Dubois left for Washington, the entire matter was discussed with him and he was advised of contents of Embassy's message of August 14, No. 6321.

VIRAST

DOD: GFM

8-31-44
Fohle sends the following for Ambassador Kinant.

I would appreciate your making DuBo's familiar with the contents of cable 6621 of August 14 from Embassy.

We will forward you shortly, our views on the British position in this matter.

Hull
London papers this morning carried statement identical with that quoted in Embassy's 6609 sixteenth.

WINANT

CSB
SECRETARY OF STATE, WASHINGTON,

6/16, Eighteenth

Eminsey will be represented at informal conference to be held afternoon of August 21 with representatives of Foreign Office and MO to discuss means of implementing acceptance of Hungarian offer to release Jews. Please endeavor to have any instructions or comments reach here by morning that day.

VINANT

KTM
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT

FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Embassy, London
DATED: August 17, 1944
NUMBER: 6821

War Refugee Board sends the following for Dubois.

Messages 6602 and 6609 received. Heartiest congratulations.
Kindly express our appreciation to the Ambassador. The joint
declaration text is satisfactory as transmitted in your 6609.
It is being released concurrently here. We do not propose the
separate release of text of note delivered to Intercross by the
United States Government.

HULL
dc at 6:30 and 6:39 received. Congratulations you achievement,

N.T.O. expresses appreciation to Department and Board to Ambassador.

Text of joint declaration as transmitted in your 6639 satisfactory and

being released concurrently here. We do not (repeat not) propose to

separately release text of note delivered by U.S. Government to Interesses.
SECRETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON.

US URGENT
6626, Seventeenth

FOR PEPHEE war ref. Boar FROM DUBOIS

Please reply most urgently to my 6626.

WIRANT

383
Secretary of State, Washington.  

US URGENT  
6625, Seventeenth  
FOR PEHLE WAR REFUGEE BOARD FROM DUBOIS  
Please acknowledge at once receipt of the two urgent messages sent to you yesterday.  

WILLIANT  
RR
The following is the exact text of the joint declaration agreed upon by the British Government:

Intercessos has communicated to the Governments of the United Kingdom and the United States an offer of the Hungarian Government regarding the emigration and treatment of Jews. Because of the desperate plight of the Jews in Hungary and the overwhelming humanitarian considerations involved, the two governments are informing the Government of Hungary through Intercessos that, despite the heavy difficulties and responsibilities involved, they have accepted the offer of the Hungarian Government for the release of Jews and will make arrangements for the care of such Jews leaving Hungary who reach neutral or United Nations territory, and also
that they will find temporary havens of refuge where such people may live in safety. Notification of these assurances is being given to the governments of neutral countries who are being requested to permit the entry of Jews who reach their frontiers from Hungary. The Governments of the United Kingdom a. the United States emphasize that, in accepting the offer which has been made, they do not in any way condone the action of the Hungarian Government in forcing the emigration of Jews as an alternative to persecution and death.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

INCOMING TELEGRAM

DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

MAE-281

London

This telegram must be paraphrased before being communicated to anyone other than a government agency.

Secretary of State

Washington

US URGENT

6606, August 16, 1944, 9:37 PM

FOR WAR REFUGEE BOARD FROM DUBOIS

SECTION ONE: The exact text of a joint declaration which has been agreed upon by the British Government is contained in message No. 6606 immediately following this message. (Refer your 6606 of August 12 relating to the offer concerning immigration and treatment of Jews communicated by Hungarian Government to the United States and British Governments.) This joint statement has been agreed upon here and will be released over the BBC on midnight Thursday, August 17. It will appear in the Friday morning British newspapers.

SECTION TWO: This declaration was agreed upon after consultation between Ambassador Hull and Foreign Minister Eden and after considerable discussion with the Foreign Office. It has been approved by the British War Cabinet.

DECLASSIFIED

By R. B. Parks Date: SEP. 14, 1972
War Cabinet.

SECTION THREE: The following change was made in the joint declaration suggested in your 6108. The words "have accepted the offer of the Hungarian Government to the release of Jews and will make arrangements for the care of such Jews" was substituted for the words "will make arrangements for the care of all Jews".

The purpose of this substitution was to meet the British objection to stating that the two Governments were prepared to receive all Jews as distinguished from the Jews referred to in the Hungarian offer. It is our feeling that the language which we have agreed upon as a substitute, while meeting the British objection, at the same time both to the world and to the Hungarian Government will be substantially as effective as the language suggested in your 6108. This is particularly true with respect to its effect on the Hungarian Government in light of the fact that the message which has already been delivered to Intercross by the United States Government is worded in terms of receiving all Jews.

If it is felt that in light of the fact that the note which the United States Government delivered to Intercross contained the words "all Jews" these words should therefore be included in any public announcement made made by the
3-U608, August 16, 8 p.m. from London.

made by the United States Government. This point could be taken care of by the United States Government at the same time that it releases the text of the joint declaration releasing the text of the note which the United States Government delivered to Intercross.

SECTION FOUR: Further details concerning the discussions with the British will be furnished to you by Dulles upon his return to Washington.

SECTION FIVE: The British Government will convey the text of this joint declaration to Intercross and also convey the text to Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.

SECTION SIX: Please acknowledge at once the receipt of this message and the immediately following message.

VIRANT

WMB NPL
I telephoned George Warren about Cable 6123, August 1, from London. This cable deals with IOE's reactions on the Hungarian situation. George read the cable and said we ought to wait until the current discussions with the British and Intercross are completed. I agreed.
Possible repercussions of Turkey's break with Germany are discussed by editorials in Manchester GUARDIAN and DAILY TELEGRAPH. GUARDIAN editorial, which deals mainly with problem of rescuing Hungarian Jews, states that while break is welcomed by Allies, it is likely to have unfavorable effect on Jews in Hungary because "as long as Turkey remained at least on speaking terms with the Germans it was far easier to arrange for their escape through Rumania and Turkey to the sea". Editorial holds that recently reported offer by Admiral Horthy to let some Jews leave Hungary was probably genuine. Questioning Horthy's motives, GUARDIAN says that offer was hardly prompted by sympathy for Jews, whose position in Hungary has steadily deteriorated during past six years. It adds: "It was not until Mr. Eden
until Mr. Eden and Mr. Roosevelt had promised reprimands for the guilty and until the King of Sweden, the Pope and neutral governments had made appeals to him that the Regent attempted to intervene. One cannot avoid the feeling that if the Allies were losing the war instead of winning it forthwith would have followed the example of a rather more illustrious Admiral and turned a blind eye to the proceedings. Declared that whatever the motive, offer has been made and serious attempts should be made to take advantage of it, editorial refers to Mr. Eden's recent statement in Commons that deportation of Jews from Hungary has ceased until Swiss Government has completed evacuation of those in certain categories whom Hungarian Government appears ready to allow to leave. It asserts that this is good as far as it goes as is fact that International Red Cross Committee has delegates in Budapest trying to solve administrative problems which must brist any large scale emigration. Editorial continues: "But there is no knowledge of the scale of this evacuation and considerable doubt as to whether the British and American Governments are devoting
devoting their full energies to furthering these efforts. The Swiss Government cannot not without their help. It would be criminal if lack of money or even ships were permitted to handicap the scheme.

There is also another aspect which more particularly affects the British Government. Eworthy has promised that all Jews with a permit for Palestine may go free, but there are 300,000 Jews in Hungary and at present only about 14,000 permits left for Palestine. Are we to leave it at that? If military or economic conditions are held to prevent the issue of more permits to Palestine (and this is highly questionable) the Allies must make alternative arrangements now."

Editorial goes on to say that both Germans and Hungarians should be reminded of what is to come, and that those responsible will be held responsible. Stating that military measures should not be excluded, it declares that bombing of railway lines from Hungary to Poland and Czecho-Slovakia would make export of Jews more difficult."

Asserting that Turkey's breach with Germany has shaken whole of Balkans, TELEGRAPH asserts: "There are reports
Five reports of refusal by all three Balkan satellites, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania, to obey German orders that they should break with Turkey. The weakness of the Hungarian Regent and the German obsession of the Magyars surrendered their country to German occupation last spring and permitted vast and hideous massacres of Jews. Since then the Russian advance and the Allied air onslaughts have demonstrated to Hungary, as to Bulgarian and Rumania, that they have fought on the wrong side. The memory of Hungarian and Rumanian divisions sacrificed to German strategy in Russia rankles in both these mutually hostile countries, whose plains German armies may further despoil but can no longer defend. The peoples throughout the vast region of the Danube Valley and the Balkans and the Aegean feel the warning tremors of German downfall.

Please transmit copy to War Refugee Board.

WINANT

HM
The message given below is for WHB and the Department from Emerson, IOC, and refers to the July 26 telegram No. 5949 from the Department.

Telegram relative to Hungary was communicated to us by the Embassy. Following is our position as regards funds which are available for the maintenance of refugees arriving in neutral countries from Hungary: Our budget for 1944 operational expenses is one million pounds underwritten equally by the Governments of Great Britain and the United States. Both have made the necessary provision. IOC made it clear when estimate was presented that adoption of estimate should not exclude consideration of supplementary estimates in case development of work should require further provision during the year.

Credit scheme has been allocated £900,000 of above sum of £1,000,000. £100,000 balance is being reserved for other expenditures of operational nature.

In view of the fact that maintenance and other expenses including perhaps refugees' transportation from Hungary would constitute new project before expenditure could be made it would be necessary to have prior approval of the two governments. At
At present stage it would clearly be impossible in placing such a project before the two governments, to make other than a very rough estimate due to uncertainty as to number of persons involved, contributions which voluntary organizations might make, period during which maintenance would be required, and attitude of neutral governments toward receipt of financial assistance. The proposal would, therefore, have to be in form of an assurance from two governments that necessary funds as required would be furnished to IGC. Rough initial estimate could not be less than $6,000,000 for the remainder of this year and all of 1946, and possibly considerably more. It would be essential to have final agreement of two governments and subject to that it may be assumed that project would be strongly supported by executive committee, on the understanding that IGC would be an active participant in project and not merely an agent for providing funds.

$400,000 could be appropriated out of 1944 budget provision of $1,000,000 for this new project but then beyond end of current year we would be left without provision for credit scheme. We consider credit scheme highly important and would therefore certainly request two governments to implement the understanding that funds needed for its continuance would be supplied. $400,000 would be available at once to facilitate beginning stages of project for Hungary if this condition prevails.

This
This maintenance period is of great concern to IGO not only from the angle of finance but also because its function will be finding permanent homes for those who are unable to return to Hungary. IGO is deeply interested, therefore, in the extent and nature of assurances which the United Nations may propose to give that with due consideration to military situation havens in their territories will be provided as rapidly as possible. We think that in this regard, providing Governments concerned give consent, existing offers concerning children in France should be availed of by transferring them to children in Hungary. Offers by the U.S. Government to take five thousand and by Canadian Government to take one thousand are two examples.

Above are director and associates' views.

It is premature to refer matter to the Executive Committee until there is agreement between two governments but there is no doubt that Executive Committee will wish to avail itself of this opportunity to save lives of defenseless people by making every possible effort to utilize it.

WINANT
PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM: American Embassy, London
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: July 31, 1944
NUMBER: 6087

CONTROL COPY

With reference to Department's cable of July 28, No. 3948, the Foreign Office responded cordially to suggestion for joint action to aid departure Jews from Hungary and transit neutral countries. It is pointed out by the Foreign Office that it issued instructions to British Embassy, Washington, recently to inform the Department that with regard to this matter, it is prepared to cooperate. British representatives in neutral countries will likely receive similar instructions along these lines.

Information like that contained in reference cable (with but one exception) has been received by Foreign Office from British Legation, Bern. The exception is that as soon as categories permitted to depart from Hungary have all left, deportations of Jews will be started again by Hungarian Government.

The advisability of asking Turkish Government to announce formally its readiness to waive visa requirements for refugees entering Turkey is questioned by the Foreign Office. The Foreign Office believes that through unofficial and informal leniency of Turkish border guards and authorities, such is being accomplished along this line, that the
Government of Turkey is not willing to regularise this situation formally, and that to force it to do so might be disadvantageous.

In connection with issuance of additional Palestine certificates, according to the Foreign Office, this matter must be taken up with Colonial Office and the Foreign Office further says that if preparation of refugees elsewhere for excess Jews admitted to Palestine were hastened, the Colonial Office's reluctance to acquiesce might be decreased. With regard to this same matter, Foreign Office says British Embassy, Washington, has been directed to suggest joint approach to Latin American Governments to Department, with the view of getting them to accept more refugees, and in view of possibility Angola, an approach to Portugal has also been suggested.

The message referred to was considered most encouraging by IGO and they will report as to amount of funds available for transportation and maintenance of refugees arriving in Central countries from Hungary as soon as possible.
SECRETARY OF STATE,
Washington.

6080, Thirty-first

With reference to Embassy's telegram 5982, July 27, following later articles have appeared in London press regarding plight of refugees in Hungary:


TIMES July
-2-6080, Thirty-first, from London

TIMES July 29 carries small article by its diplomatic correspondent reporting that British and American Governments are seriously considering proposals of Horthy to alleviate condition of Jews in Hungary.

NEWS CHRONICLE July 29, reports that Washington headquarters of Hebrew Committee of National Liberation has cabled Churchill proposing that in response to Horthy offer British Government should admit Jews from Hungary and Balkans to emergency haven in Palestine. Same article reports protest meeting at Basel of 3000 members of Swiss Socialist Party and workers organizations to denounce German persecution and mass murder of defenseless people.

HENRY

NET
Secretary of State,

Washington.

6074, Thirty-first
FOR THE DEPARTMENT AND WAR

Tomorrow, Tuesday August 1, Dingle Foot, Parlia-

mentary Secretary of the Ministry of Economic Warfare
will answer a question in Parliament asking whether
the British Government has knowledge of Admiral Horthy's
offer to permit evacuation of Jewish children and
whether shipment of food and relief supplies through
the blockade will be permitted in the event those
children are received by neutral countries. The text
of the response he plans to give to the question
follows below. Washington may wish to make an
announcement along parallel lines. (Reference
number 6040, July 29).

"Yes, sir. His Majesty's Government have been
informed by the International Red Cross of the offer
referred
As regards the second part of the question, both H.M.G. and U.S.G. have always been anxious to facilitate the reception in neutral countries both of Jewish children from any part of Axis Europe and also of children from enemy-occupied countries. On a number of occasions, particularly during the past year, assurances have been given to certain neutral governments that if schemes of this kind could be arranged, H.M.G. and U.S.G. would sanction the importation of additional supplies through the blockade over and above the normal blockade quotas which such countries are permitted to receive through our controls. Since receiving the communication from the I.R.C. to which I referred, H.M.G. have informed these governments that our offer of increased imports holds good in this particular case. I understand that a similar assurance has been or is being given by the United States Government."

WINANT

CSB
In telegram No. 6074, Thirty-first, from London, reference telegram in second paragraph should read
"(Reference Embassy's 6040, July 29)."

Note: Correction from the Embassy
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ORIGINAL TEXT OF TELEGRAM SENT
FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Embassy, London
DATED: July 28, 1944
NUMBER: 5948

THE DEPARTMENT AND THE WAR REFUGEE BOARD.

The substance of a message from Amlegation Bern is as follows:

QUOTE A note from the Foreign Office, dated yesterday, states that according to a telegram from the Swiss Legation at Budapest, authorization has been given by the Government of Hungary for the departure of all Jews from Hungary who hold entry permits for another country, including Palestine.

This same message states that transit through occupied territories will be permitted by the German Government. As soon as possible the Swiss Legation, in collaboration with the Palestinian Bureau, Budapest, will take necessary measures for evacuation. It is probable that Hungarian police passports will constitute travel documents. UNQUOTE

This Government is authorizing its consular officers in neutral countries to issue immigration visas to every person who has been in enemy-controlled areas since December 8, 1941, to whom an American immigration visa was issued or for whom such visa was authorized on or after July 1, 1941, the date when present regulation and security-checking system went into effect, provided such person is not affirmatively found to have become disqualified.
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disqualified for a visa or to have been the subject of a subsequent adverse report. The issuance of such visas is, in the discretion of consular officers, not subject to the interdepartmental review procedure. Visas are to be issued, of course, only when such persons arrive in neutral countries. This Government is requesting the Swiss Government to advise the German, Hungarian, Rumanian, and Bulgarian Governments as well as such authorities as there may be in Slovakia of the substance of the foregoing and to request the release to neutral countries of persons holding American visas or for whom American visas were authorized on or after July 1, 1941. The Governments of Switzerland, Spain, Sweden, Portugal, and Turkey are being requested to permit the entry of such persons, upon the assurance that they will be adequately maintained and that arrangements will be made for the evacuation of all such persons admitted into their territories who may be found not (repeat not) to be qualified for the issuance of such visas. Such governments are also being requested to advise Germany and Germany's allies of their willingness to receive such persons.

The Turkish Government is also being requested to advise enemy governments of its willingness either to issue transit visas to all persons in enemy-controlled areas holding Palestine certificates, or to admit such persons into Turkey in transit to Palestine without the formal issuance of visas.

In further response to message from Amlegation Bern, the substance of which is quoted above, this Government is prepared to advise the Hungarian and neutral governments that all Jews arriving in neutral countries from Hungary will be afforded havens in United
in United Nations territory just as promptly as military considerations permit, neutral governments to be given adequate assurances as to the maintenance of such persons in the meantime and to be requested to advise the Hungarian Government of their willingness to receive such persons. Please endeavor to ascertain from the Foreign Office whether the Government of the United Kingdom will join this Government in this attempt to save lives. American missions in neutral countries are being instructed to take appropriate action along these lines in collaboration with their British colleagues if possible, alone if necessary. Since time is of the essence, British missions should be advised of Foreign Office views promptly.

Please keep Department and Board advised.

Please advise Sir Herbert Emberson of the Intergovernmental Committee of the foregoing and endeavor to ascertain from him some indication as to the extent to which IGC funds may be available for the maintenance of such refugees from Hungary as may arrive in neutral countries following such approaches. The War Refugee Board would appreciate as early a response to this inquiry as possible.

Under all of the circumstances it might prove tragic if the fullest advantage of the present opportunity were not (repeat not) taken. Consequently, you are requested urgently to propose to the Foreign Office the necessity of immediately making available to Jews in Hungary Palestine certificates in substantial additional numbers. In this connection, the possibility should not be overlooked that
that once the holders of such additional certificates arrive in Turkey or Spain, they may be routed to havens other than Palestine if circumstances should be deemed to preclude their entry into Palestine. Please advise the Department and Board of such views as the Foreign Office might express.

STETTINIUS
Acting
The substance of a message from Ambassador Ezra is as follows:

"A note from the Foreign Office, dated yesterday, states that according to a telegram from the Swiss Legation at Budapest, authority has been given by the Government of Hungary for the departure of all Jews from Hungary who hold entry permits for another country, including Palestine."

This same message states that transit through occupied territories will be permitted by the German Government. As soon as possible the Swiss Legation, in collaboration with the Palestinian Bureau, Budapest, will take necessary measures for evacuation. It is probable that Hungarian police passports will constitute travel documents.

This Government is authorizing its consular officers in neutral countries to issue immigration visas to every person who has been in enemy-controlled areas since December 8, 1941, to whom an American immigration visa was issued or for whom such visa was authorized on or after July 1, 1941, the date when present regulations and security-checking system went into effect, provided such person is not affirmatively found to have been disqualified for a visa or to have been the subject of a subsequent adverse report. The issuance of such visas is, in the discretion of consular officers, subject to the interdepartmental review procedure. Visas are to be issued, of course, only when such persons arrive in neutral countries. This Government is requesting the Swiss Government to advise the German, Hungarian, Romanian, and Bulgarian Governments as well as such authorities as there may be in Slovakia of the substance of the foregoing and to request the release to neutral countries of persons holding American visas or for whom American visas were authorized on or after July 1, 1941. The Governments of Switzerland, Spain, Sweden, Portugal, and Turkey are being requested to permit the entry of such persons, upon the assurance that they will be adequately maintained and that arrangements will be made for the evacuation of all such persons admitted into their territories who may be found not (repeat not) to be qualified for the issuance of such visas. Such governments are also being requested to advise Germany and Germany's allies of their willingness to receive such persons.

The Turkish Government is also being requested to advise other governments of its willingness either to issue transit visas to all persons in enemy-controlled areas holding Palestine certificates, or to admit such persons into Turkey in transit to Palestine without the formal issuance of visas.
In further response to message from Ambassador Boro, the substance of which is quoted above, this government is prepared to advise the Hungarian and neutral governments that all Jews arriving in neutral countries from Hungary will be afforded haven in United Nations territory just as promptly as military considerations permit. Neutral governments to be given adequate assurances as to the maintenance of such persons in the meantime and to be requested to advise the Hungarian Government of their willingness to receive such persons. Please endeavor to ascertain from the Foreign Office whether the Government of the United Kingdom will join this Government in this attempt to save lives. American missions in neutral countries are being instructed to take appropriate action along these lines in collaboration with their British colleagues if possible, alone if necessary. Since time is of the essence, British missions should be advised of Foreign Office view promptly.

Please keep Department and Board advised.

Please advise Sir Herbert Hoover of the Intergovernmental Committee of the foregoing and endeavor to ascertain from him some indication as to the extent to which 300 funds may be available for the maintenance of such refugees from Hungary as may arrive in neutral countries following such approach. The War Refugee Board would appreciate as early a response to this inquiry as possible.

Under all the circumstances it might prove tragic if the fullest advantage of the present opportunity were not (repeat not) taken. Consequently, you are requested urgently to transmit to the Foreign Office the necessity of immediately making available to Jews in Hungary Palestine certificates in substantial additional numbers. In this connection, the possibility should not be overlooked that once the holders of such additional certificates arrive in Turkey or Spain, they may be refused to havens other than Palestine if circumstances should be deemed to prejudice their entry into Palestine. Please advise the Department and Board of such views as the Foreign Office might express.
Two London newspapers today carried articles concerning the rescue of Jewish refugees in German controlled territory, particularly Hungary.

The TIMES and the NEWS CHRONICLE report in brief the reception yesterday by Eden of a deputation arranged by the "National Committee" by Archbishop of Canterbury and included representatives of other religious denominations, Jewish organizations, and members both Houses of Parliament. Deputation submitted proposals for facilitating rescue work and received Eden's assurance that all aspects of the matter were under very active consideration and that all practicable steps would be taken to rescue largest number possible.

NEWS CHRONICLE also reported alleged offer of Horthy to take certain steps to relieve situation of Jews in Hungary. Same newspaper in editorial urges swift response after asserting that Horthy felt impelled.
-2- #2982, Twenty-seventh from London
impelled to make it because Soviet triumphs have
convinced him that Axis cause is lost.

WINANT
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Subject: Mr. Brendan Bracken's Remarks on Hungarian Persecution of Jews

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of the Department and the War Refugee Board, an account, taken from the London Times, of an address which Mr. Brendan Bracken, Minister of Information, made at a meeting in London on July 9, 1944, condemning the current persecution of Hungarian Jews. The Ministry states that Mr. Bracken spoke extemporaneously, and that the Times gave the fullest transcript of his remarks.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Dorsey Garnaway Fisher
Second Secretary of Embassy

Enclosure:

☑ As stated, in triplicate

OR: mf

Original only to Department
MR. BRENDAN BRACKEN'S CONDEMNATION

Mr. Brendan Bracken, Minister of Information, addressing a luncheon gathering at the Dorchester yesterday in support of the Brigade Kisch Memorial Committee, described the German treatment of the Jews in Hungary to-day as the biggest scandal in the history of human crime, the responsibility for which rested on the German people.

"One would think that in the last fortnight or so most of the members of the Government would have been gravely preoccupied by these things," he said. "I can tell you that we are preoccupied by them, but it is not a preoccupation, and that is the dreadful situation in Hungary to-day. I cannot exaggerate the brutality of the Germans in Hungary, nor will the British people, or any civilized people, ever forget that there is a quarrelling European Government in office, and they will be held responsible for the outrages perpetrated against the Jews there.

"The German people are doing it, and are nothing less than ordering the extermination of Europe, if they can. The whole of Hungary has been subjected to brutality and to brutal methods, and we cannot permit this to happen. This is the biggest scandal in the history of human crime, and the responsibility rests with the German people. They must be held responsible for the outrages perpetrated against the Hungarian people..."

PUNISHMENT OF GENERAL

"There are people in Germany who say that the people in Germany are the innocent victims of the German Government, and that they are the innocent people acting under orders. I have never heard so much nonsense in my life, and I hope that those who say such things will pay for their brutality, not perpetuating against the Jewish people..."

Mr. Bracken said that he believed that the German generals were now realizing the steps they had taken in war crime, when they would have no hope of recovery, because, he said, "One thing of which we are absolutely certain is that Germany cannot continue to go on without the war, and cannot continue to exist without the war, and if the German people are not willing to face the reality of their position, they will never be able to come in peace with us..."

"The German generals are likely to take their position in Germany, and I believe that the German generals did take their responsibility in the territories of the Reich... One would have thought that all the German people would have been preoccupied by these things..."

The audience was left to assume the appeal for help which the Brigade Kisch Memorial Committee is making to civilians to help in the task of rescuing the Jews from the clutches of the Fascist Government..."
London, June 27, 1944

Subject: Manchester Guardian Editorial on Persecution of Jews in Hungary

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s telegram No. 5002 of June 21, 1944, summarizing the leading editorial from the Manchester Guardian of that date, protesting against recent measures of persecution in Hungary against the Jewish population. The editorial approves the action of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Common Representatives in adopting a declaration against the Hungarian policy, and states that in this case Congress has given a lead which Parliament should follow. For the information of the Department and of the war refugee work, the text of the editorial is enclosed.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

[Signature]

Dorsey Haskell Fisher
Second Secretary of Embassy

Classification:
Enclosure:

As stated, in triplicate

Original only to Department
THE PERSECUTED

The Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives, on Wednesday passed a strong declaration on the maltreatment of the Jews in Hungary and reminding their persecutors that they will be punished for their "inhuman conduct." Congress is now giving a lead which our own Parliament should follow. The time has come when the United Nations should address the most explicit warnings to the Hungarian Government and those obeying its instructions. Mr. Eden spoke eloquently in the House on March 30, when the German control of Hungary began, and President Roosevelt repeated his warnings in a Message to Congress on June 14. But they need to be much more strongly pressed home.

The last two and a half months have seen in Hungary a ruthless and systematic attempt to degrade and then to exterminate the Jews. The Hungarian Jews are the last considerable Jewish population in Europe, and if action is not taken quickly, they too will go the way of the others. Mr. Eden's words, solemn as they were, have been of no effect. The United Nations, however, are stronger now than they were in March. The faith in German victory has lessened with the fall of Rome, the invasion of France, and the defeat of Finland. Now is the time to strike hard through all the means at our disposal. Though the wireless, by broadcasts accompanying our bombers, may drive it home to the rulers of Hungary and to all who abet them, that they will be held personally responsible for their cruelties.

It was one of the things most in the credit of Hungary before Hitler's troops marched in that her Jewish population was tolerably safe, at least physically. There had long been discriminatory laws, but no longer an independent State she kept some semblances of civilised toleration, and the country became a refuge for Jews from the neighbouring states. "Jewish persecution" was active. It was supposed some months ago that Hungary held between 200,000 and 300,000 Jews, out of a total population of 15,000,000. Their roots in the country were very deep, and they had a leading position in its economy, life and in the professions. But when the Nazis took over they followed the German example here. They dissolved the Opposition parties, the Socialists, Liberals, and Peasants, and in about a month the vast majority of the former leaders were arrested or driven out. The Jews were forbidden to employ Christians, and their property was seized.

new Jewish quarters have been deliberately chosen for their closeness to munition plants which are likely to be bombed, a policy openly advocated in the Nazi press. There are complaints in the papers that "Christians" have been showing sympathy for the Jews and there have been many prosecutions of people who had taken charge of Jewish property to prevent its seizure. But it is not possible to say that there has been any strong movement of protest. In other countries segregation has been the first step towards deportation and extermination.

There is reason to fear that this is also the case in Hungary. The German papers have boasted that all preparations have been made for the removal of the Jews from Hungary, and although this may be premature, it is evidence that the first-batches of unfortunate have been transported across the frontier to Poland. There their fate can be guessed. It will be a crowning tragedy indeed if within a few months of the defeat of Germany we see the sacrifice of the last big group of European unfortunate. The Nazis, we know, will stick at nothing; they may become more fanatical as the end draws near. But we may, if we are determined enough, have some influence on their Hungarian allies, who have no Hitler to die for.

It will be a crowning tragedy indeed if within a few months of the defeat of Germany we see the sacrifice of the last big group of European unfortunate. The Nazis, we know, will stick at nothing; they may become more fanatical as the end draws near. But we may, if we are determined enough, have some influence on their Hungarian allies, who have no Hitler to die for.
end of shops proprietors and staffs steadily, and even in March. The faith in German victory had lasted with the fall of Rome, the invasion of France, and the defeat of Finland. Now is the time to strike hard through all the means of propaganda open to us. Through the wireless, by leaflets accompanying our bombs, we must drive it home to the rulers of Hungary and to all who accept that they will be held personally responsible for their cruelties.

It was one of the things most to the credit of Hungary before, till Hitler's troops marched in that her Jewish population was tolerably safe, at least physically. There had long been discriminatory laws, but no less as Hungary retained an Independent State she kept some semblance of civilised tolerance, and the country became a refuge for Jews from the neighbouring states where persecution was active. It was supposed a few months ago that Hungary had between 600,000 and 800,000 Jews out of a total population of 11,000,000. Their rights in the country were very old, and they had a leading position in the economic life and in the professions. But when the Nazi took over they followed the German example closely. They dismissed the Opposition parties - the Socialists, Liberals, and Financial parties - and opened the gates to the Jews. This was not to the Nazis' satisfaction. The first decree, passed on March 17, said: 'Among the Jews were forbidden to employ Christian domestic servants, they were to be dismissed from all branches of the public services; they were to be expelled from the law, the press, and the theatre. On April 4 they were forbidden to use any cars, taxis, trams, trains, ships, or boats (except ducees and train troops). On April 11 it was decreed that all Jewish salaried employees were to be dismissed by September 20, half by the end of May. On April 22 all Jewish shops were closed, although the proprietors had to go on paying their staffs. And so the melancholy list has steadily lengthened. The food rations for Jews have been reduced, and they have been deprived of fats and milk. They have had to surrender wireless sets and are kept out of public baths, cafes, and theatres. By one decree after another they have been excluded from all forms of business and their property has been confiscated. When Budapest was evacuated the Jewish women and children were forced to stay behind. Having done his best to remove all Jews from business life, except for a few tolerated indispensable, and to confiscate their property, the Hungarian Government next turned to their segregation. All Jews have to wear the yellow star. In all the towns they have been concentrated into ghettos. The laws of the streets are taken into which the Jews are forcibly herded, a family to a room, while their own houses are given to Christian.'
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SECRETARY OF STATE

Washington
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July 28, 8 am

For

The following article by

its diplomatic correspondent

Frank L. Blassingame

International

Information coming out of
neutral Europe shows that the radical
military leaders there, according to an eyewitness,
have exerted a disturbing effect on the
current political situation in the country and are
expected to make trouble in the near
future. The capital of the

area is still threatened by enemy,
and plans are being established to strengthen the area's defenses.
No. 131.

SUBJECT: Evacuation of war refugees.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington.

Sir:

Referring to the Department's Instruction No. 634, of January 26, 8 pm, regarding the establishment of the War Refugees Board and the general policy in the President's Executive Order of January 22 as to action for the rescue and relief of the Jews of Europe and other victims of enemy persecution, I have the honor to enclose as of possible interest to the War Refugees Board, a copy of a report of May 13, 1944 from the Czechoslovak Mission in Ankara regarding the difficulties of refugees in obtaining exit permits from Hungary.

The report was made available by the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs to this Mission which has only informed the American Embassy to Great Britain.

Respectfully yours,

Koslav ... Schonefeld
Charge d'affaires ad interim

[Handwritten note:]

Original and facsimile.

Enclosure:

1/ as stated.
Enclosure No. 1 to despatch Czechoslovak Series
No. 121, June 14, 1944, From Embassy, London.

With regard to the present stage reached by the evacuation of Jews from Hungary, i.e., Series, the Istanbul representative of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, who called on me today (July 15th, 1944) mentioned to me that the Hungarians and also the Germans are still refusing exit permits from Hungary even to people who already possess certificates and Turkish transit visas. According to a report of the Turkish Consul at Budapest, the Gestapo even go so far as to arrest and send to a concentration camp at the earliest opportunity every Jewish visitor to the Turkish Consulate. This practice has resulted in an appeal to the Jewish Government that one of the official Jewish representatives at Budapest should be appointed to act as intermediary between the Jewish Agency and the Turkish Consulate there. Series expressed the hope that some remedy will perhaps be found in due course for these difficulties, but in the meantime no evacuation from Hungary is possible.
Facilities in southern Italy for caring for refugees who have escaped from enemy territory are becoming too overcrowded. It is essential to remove refugees rapidly to other areas.

It is particularly important that this be done without delay so that the flow of refugees from southern Italy is not in any way discontinuous or interrupted.

The following cable which has been sent by Robert Murphy in Algiers indicates more fully the nature of this problem and its importance:

"Our information indicates that refugees have been arriving from Yugoslavia to Italy at the average rate of over 1000 per week and that this flow is expected to continue and may well increase. It also appears that unless these refugees can be removed rapidly to other areas, the military authorities are fearful that the facilities in southern Italy for refugees may become seriously overtaxed.

The whole matter has been discussed with the President who has made it clear that under no circumstances should the escape of refugees to Italy from the Balkan countries be discouraged. The flow of refugees from Yugoslavia to Italy is important not only from the standpoint of saving the lives of refugees but also in order that as many refugees as possible from other Balkan countries may be able to escape through Yugoslavia. In this connection, cable No. Yugoslav 240 from Cairo, dated April 29th, indicates that support in receiving Hungarian Jews has been promised by Mme. Hilde. In view of the plight of Jews today in Hungary, it is essential that we do all we can to facilitate their escape.

We recognize that the crisis of this matter is finding suitable places to which these refugees can be removed. In this connection, the following should be borne in mind:

(1) As many as possible of these refugees should be moved to countries in the Middle East. Mme. Hilde is making every effort to supply sufficient medical aid and other personnel.

(2) As far as Jewish refugees are concerned: present plans to move as many as possible to Palestine should be carried out without delay. In this connection, it should be noted that in the case of Turkey, the authorities have adopted the policy that all Jews
escaping into Turkey from the Balkan countries will be permitted to go to Palestine. These refugees are then placed in camps in Palestine where they are checked for security purposes.

(c) For some time we have been pressing the British to establish with our cooperation havens of refuge for these people in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, but without any results to date.

(d) The President suggested the possibility that some of these refugees might be taken to Sicily. This should be carefully explored together with the possibility of a substantial expansion of facilities on the Italian mainland.

(e) While we do not consider it desirable to bring refugees from Italy to Camp Imerthy at Fedhala unless all of the consequences of that camp must be kept available for refugees from Spain, the possibility of establishing other camps in French North Africa for refugees from Italy should, of course, be borne in mind.

Hearing in mind that the flow of refugees into Italy from the Balkan countries must not be interfered with, you are requested to submit as soon as possible your views and recommendations as to all possible havens of refuge in which these people might be temporarily placed.

Please convey the contents of this cable to representatives of UNRRA and Authorities of the War Refugees Board, as well as the appropriate military authorities. You should discuss this whole matter with them and cooperate with them in solving this most urgent problem.

According to the latest information available here, a few thousand Jewish refugees have been repatriated. The proper removal of these refugees to Palestine would constitute an important step in helping to solve the problem indicated. Accordingly, the Department and the War Refugees Board would also like to know at the earliest possible moment whether the British Government will grant Palestine certificates to these Jewish refugees and will facilitate their prompt removal to Palestine.

In setting up this matter with the British Government you should bear in mind the following:

Since the closing of the Bulgarian-Turkish frontier in May 1943, the British Government has been following the policy of authorizing, after a preliminary security check in the camp and the approval of all steps, the return of these people to Turkey, thus saving territory. Since in Palestine the British place these people in camps where another security check is made, and if found acceptable, their repatriation is facilitated, it is understood that the
application of a similar policy in the case of Jews now in southern Italy would make possible the prompt removal of such refugees to Palestine.

Please advise urgently of the attitude of the British Government in this matter.

This message has been repeated to Murphy, Chapla and Ackermann in Algiers.

Sincerely,

(Acting)
A copy of a confidential message from the Geneva office of the

To: Secretary of State, Washington.


Date: May 13, 1944.

The following is the substance of the message:

Due to recent strong warnings from Jewish agencies relative to
the current situation, it is suggested that the following be
noted:

1. Jewish property of various kinds, including bank accounts,
should be seized; the cancellation of bank accounts has been
ordered in Hungary. Jews may not be allowed to withdraw
their funds.

2. Jewish workers who have worked in Hungary for more than
one thousand hours in any one month should be warned of the
extension of this policy.

3. It is suggested that the United States government send
radio propaganda against the Jewish agencies.

4. The American Embassy in Hungary has been instructed to
prepare a statement for release.

Buckwell
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PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM: AMBASSADOR, London
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: May 4, 1944
NUMBER: 3642

CONTROL COPY

FOLLOWING IS FOR WAR REFUGEE BOARD'S ATTENTION
Reference is made to my immediately preceding
telegram dated May 4, 1944, no. 3641.

A copy of the cable from Heleich Neustadt in
Tel Aviv was furnished to the Embassy by Mr. E.
Loeker of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, mentioned
in my cable.

This cable which Loeker provided stated in
effect that 30 Romanian Jews are still confined in
Bucharest and that it is certain their lives will be
endangered if they are tried within the next few
days as may happen. It is requested by Neustadt
that everything possible be done through the Red
Cross to increase pressure for the liberation of
these Jews.

It was stated by Mr. Loeker that these Jews
are the remainder of a large group arrested in
Bucharest for their activity in aiding the escape
of

DECLASSIFIED
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of Jewish refugees from Hungary and other areas.
It appears that all but these 30 have been released
and it was stated by Mr. Looker that the matter
had been discussed with Dr. Kullmann of the IGO
and it was hoped that it would be possible for the
War Refugee Board to do something through their
agents in behalf of these people as it was agreed
that under the circumstances the Red Cross was not
in a position to bring adequate pressure for their
release.

WILLIAM
I am informed by the British Ambassador that he, on the thirteenth of August, wrote to Vyszinsky along lines as follows, in accordance with instructions received from his Government:

"The American and British Governments were informed on the twenty-second of July by the International Red Cross Committee that the deportation of Jews to German execution camps was being stopped by the Hungarian Government, and that that Government was willing to permit the departure of Jews (in certain categories) from Hungary for neutral territory or for the United States. This offer is believed by the American and British Governments to be a genuine one, and they feel that arrangements to take advantage of this development should be made. At the present time under consideration with the American Government are the matter of a communication to the International Red Cross; also a public statement on the subject."

HARRIMAN.

DOROW 8-17-44
Reference is made herewith to Department’s cable of June 10, No. 1470, concerning proposals of the War Refugees Board.

A letter has been addressed to Vyshinski by the Embassy dated June 14, communicating the text of the statement of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and renewing its requests that the Soviet Government associate itself with the declaration of the President on March 24. Also the letter requests that Soviet radio stations broadcast appropriate messages to Germany and German satellite countries and that leaflets supplement the Soviet radio messages.

HARRIMAN
FROM: Secretary of State, Washington
TO: American Embassy, Moscow
DATED: June 10, 1944
NUMBER: 1470

Mayer of the OWI stationed at the Legation at Bern advises that reliable information confirms reports of concentration of Jews in factories, lumber yards, cattle markets and similar places pending deportation. Persons immediately involved already approximate 200,000, and indications are that Hungarian populace is unfriendly towards this action of their puppet government. Apparently repeated attempts of non-Jews to be of assistance by bringing food and clothing to Jews has resulted in open newspaper criticism of such actions and the reconcentration of Jews in places remote from towns. Message from Bern concludes substantially as follows: "It is my urgent suggestion, in close collaboration with the War Refugee Board representative here, that the government of the USSR be prevailed upon in regard to the purpose of the occupation of Hungary by the Nazis, to associate itself with the declaration of March 24 by President Roosevelt (Eisen March 21). Since the Soviet armies are standing on the frontiers of Hungary and the fear of the Russians in the hearts of a large number of 'collaborators' in Hungary is mortal, a declaration by the..."
by the Soviet Union would have all the more weight. Logically it is to be expected furthermore that the Russians would issue such a statement since their government carried out the 'Kharkov trials' after having subscribed to the 'War criminal' clause of Moscow agreement. By pamphlets especially should the Russian appeal (or rather threat) be publicized since most of the Hungarians do not possess radios in the regions concerned. In any propaganda campaign the emphasis ought to be placed on the complicity of the satellite Hungarian authorities' inveigling, luring willing hands and carrying out this persecution. Facts which should not be forgotten are that the former government of Hungary not only had pursued a long-standing policy of anti-Semitism, but also that in the guilt of deportation to Galicia and Poland of some 17,000 Jews (for the reason that they were not able to establish adequately their Hungarian Jews deported in 1942 in forced labor battalion to the eastern front in most cases to death from military action, exposure, disease and hunger; and had been directly responsible for the massacres of several thousand Serbs and Jews at Zabljak and Ugljak (Novi Sad) in January of the same year. In addition, the Soviet Government should associate itself with the declaration of the President on the event of the establishment of the War Refugees Board, it is strongly suggested. Certain channels of particular value (especially Communist) would be opened up, through which relief and rescue operations from Switzerland
Switzerland could be carried on in the Balkans if, like the
British Government, the Russians would associate themselves
with this initiative. Several well-organized underground
channels will either be only partly available to WRB
activities from Switzerland or remain entirely closed
unless the Soviet Government issues such a declaration.
(As the work might be hampered and the reaction unfavorable,
no mention of Switzerland in particular should be made in
any such declaration).  

On June 3 members of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee issued the following statement signed by Senators
Connelly, George, Wagner, Guffey, Clark, Reynolds, Gillette,
Green, Tunnell, Barkley, Capper, La Follette, Vandenberg,
Davis and Murray: "The people of the United States and
all freedom-loving people are horrified by the news that
Hitler has designated the 800,000 Jews in Hungary for death.
That the people of Hungary should countenance the cold-
blooded murder of innocent men, women and children is
unthinkable. Once Hungary was the haven of tens of thousands
who fled the Nazi terror in other lands. Once Hungary
protected the helpless who sought refuge within its borders.
Once Hungarians shielded their Jewish fellow-citizens. But
now, the Hungarian puppet government has joined the Nazis in
their ruthless determination to do away with the Jews. While
there is yet time the people of Hungary can demonstrate to
the world that this unholy scheme is a betrayal of the true
Hungarian spirit."
Hungarian spirit. They can hide the Jews until such time as
they may help them to safety across the borders. They can
refuse to purchase property stolen from the Jews. They can
use every means to obstruct the Nazis and those Hungarians
who are in league with the Nazis. They can keep watch and
remember those who are accessories to murder and those who
extend mercy, until the time when guilt and innocence will
weigh heavily in the balance. That time is near.

The foregoing has been broadcast by the OWI in Hungarian,
French, German and the Balkan languages. In view of the
urgency of the situation and the considerations raised by the
message from Bern above quoted, please endeavor to secure
Soviet action along the lines suggested by the Legation at
Bern and in the Department's 1225 of May 17. In this
connection, please communicate the text of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee statement to appropriate Soviet
authorities in an effort to secure Soviet action. Please
advise the Department of any developments since your 1800
to the Department of May 20.

STETTINIUS
(Acting)
Legation at Bern advises that reliable information confirms reports of concentration of Jews in factories, lumber yards, cattle markets and similar places pending deportation. Persons immediately involved already approximate 200,000, and indications are that Hungarian populace is unfriendly towards this action of their puppet government. Apparently repeated attempts of non-Jews to be of assistance by bringing food and clothing to Jews has resulted in open newspaper criticism of such actions and the reconcentration of Jews in places remote from towns. Message from Bern concludes substantially as follows: QUOTE

It is my urgent suggestion in close collaboration with the War Refugees Board representative here, that the Government of the USSR be prevailed upon in regard to the purpose of the occupation of Hungary by the Nazis, to associate itself with the declaration of March 24 by President Roosevelt (iden March 31). Since the Soviet armies are standing on the frontiers of Hungary and the fear of the Russians in the hearts of a large number of 'collaborators' in Hungary is moral, a declaration by the Soviet Union would have all the more weight. Logically it is to be expected furthermore that the Russians would issue such a statement since their government carried out the 'Kharkov trials' after having subscribed to the "War criminal" clauses of Moscow agreement. By pamphlets especially should the Russian appeal (or rather threat) be publicised (since most of the Hungarians do not possess radios in the regions concerned). In any propaganda campaign the emphasis ought to be placed on the complicity of the satellite Hungarian authorities in the persecution, landing willing hands and carrying out this persecution. Facts which should not be forgotten are that the former Government of Hungary not only directly pursued a long-standing policy of anti-Semitism, but also that in the guilt of deportation to Galicia and Poland of some 27,000 Jews (for the reason that they were not able to establish adequately their Hungarian Jews deported in 1942 in forced labor battalion to the eastern front in most cases to death from military action, exposure, disease and hunger) had been directly responsible for the massacres of several thousand Serbs and Jews at Zablazak and Ujvidik (Novi Sad) in January of the same year. In addition, the Soviet Government should associate itself with the declaration of the President on the event of the establishment of the War Refugees Board, it is strongly suggested. Certain channels of particular value (especially Government) would be opened up, through which relief and rescue operations from Switzerland could be carried on in the Baltic if, like the British Government, the Russians would associate themselves with this initiative. Several well-organised underground channels will either be only partly available to WBR activities from Switzerland or remain entirely closed unless the Soviet Government issues such a declaration. (As the work might be hampered and the reaction unfavorable, no mention of Switzerland in particular should be made in any such declaration). UNQUOTE
On June 3 members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee issued the following statement signed by Senators Connally; George, Wagner, Gaffey, Clark, Reynolds, Gillette, Green, Funnell, Barkley, Gupper, LaFollette, Vandenberg, Davis and Murray: QUOTE The people of the United States and all freedom-loving people are horrified by the news that Hitler has designated the 400,000 Jews in Hungary for death. That the people of Hungary should countenance the coldblooded murder of innocent men, women and children is unthinkable. Once Hungary was the haven of tens of thousands who fled the Nazi terror in other lands. Once Hungary protected the helpless who sought refuge within its borders. Once Hungarians shielded their Jewish fellow-citizens. But now the Hungarian puppet Government has joined the Nazis in their ruthless determination to do away with the Jews. While there is yet time the people of Hungary can demonstrate to the world that this unholy scheme is a betrayal of the true Hungarian spirit. They can hide the Jews until such time as they may help them to safety across the borders. They can refuse to purchase property stolen from the Jews. They can use every means to obstruct the Nazis and those Hungarians who are in league with them. They must keep watch and remember those who are accessories to murder and those who extend mercy, until the time when guilt and innocence will weigh heavily in the balance. That time is near. UNQUOTE

The foregoing has been broadcast by the US in Hungarian, French, German and the Balkan languages. In view of the urgency of the situation and the considerations raised by the message from Bern where quoted, please endeavor to secure Soviet action along the lines suggested by the delegation at Bern and in the Department's 1523 of May 17. In this connection, please communicate the text of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee statement to appropriate Soviet authorities in an effort to secure Soviet action prompt. Please advise the Department of any developments since your 1523 to the Department of May 20.

June 9, 1944
11:45 a.m.

[Signature]
The hopes expressed by me to Vyshinskiy yesterday afternoon that the Soviet Government would be able to take favorable action on the Embassy's note of May 19 which contained the suggestions and information set forth in the Department's message dated May 17, No. 1390. It was stated by Vyshinskiy that the Foreign Office was studying the question and within a few days was to reply to the note from the Embassy.

Hamilton

Berlin, May 20, 1944

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 11-1-72
By R. H. Folsom Date, SEP 14 1972
In a note dated May 19 addressed to Vyshinski, we transmitted to the Foreign Office the proposals and information which were contained in the Department's cable of May 122 no. 1225.

HAMILTON
American Embassy, London, reports that it has been informed that deportation of Jews from Hungary and territories under its control has already begun and that 24,000 had been deported from Sub-Carpatho-Russia to date, in addition to general deportation of Polish refugees whose names are known to the Hungarian police. The Embassy at Ankara states that the Turk Consul at Budapest had sent the Foreign Office word that every Jew entering Consulate there was arrested as soon as he left and transported to an unknown place.

Please endeavor to have Russian broadcasts in appropriate languages beamed on Germany and German-satellite countries transmit warnings to German and German-satellite military and civilian personnel carrying out deportation proceedings that they personally will be held responsible by the United Nations for their actions and the deaths that may result from deportation. Please also approach the Foreign Office in an attempt to have it use its influence upon the satellite governments and populations by all possible means to cause their resistance to German demands for the deportation and persecution of minority groups under their control.

For your information, the OWI transmitters are carrying similar warnings and the American Embassy, London, is being requested to make similar approaches to the Ministry of Information and the Foreign Office.
American Embassy, London, reports that it has been informed that deportation of Jews from Hungary and territories under its control has already begun and that 14,000
had been deported from Sub-Corishovacina to date, in
addition to general deportation of Polish refugees whose
names are known to the Hungarian police. The Embassy
at Ankara states that the Turkish Consul at Budapest had sent the
Foreign Office word that every Jew entering Consulate there
was arrested as soon as he left and transported to an unknown
place.

Please endeavor to have Russian broadcasts in appropriate
languages beamed on Germany and German-satellite countries
transmit warnings to German and German-satellite military and
civilian personnel carrying out deportation proceedings that
they personally will be held responsible by the United Nations
for their actions and the deaths that may result from deporta-
tion. Please also approach the Foreign Office in an attempt
to have it use its influence upon the satellite governments and
populations by all possible means to cause their resistance to
German demands for the deportation and persecution of minority
groups under their control.

For your information, the CFI transmitters are carrying
similar warnings and the American Embassy, London, is being
requested to make similar approaches to the Ministry of Informa-
tion and the Foreign Office.

______________
May 10, 1944
6:10 P.M.
Attached is a draft of a cable which we forwarded to the State Department on May 10 for transmission to the American Embassy at Moscow. We do not know whether it has gone forward. Since that date, however, the plight of the Jews in Hungary has progressively worsened and it is becoming increasingly clear that Hitler's plan to exterminate the 800,000 Jews in Hungary will succeed unless the most drastic action is taken. Specifically:

1. We are of the opinion that the Hungarian puppet government may in some measure be dissuaded if the United Nations, and more particularly the Soviet Union, were to advise the Hungarians both through informal channels (radio, leaflets, etc.) and formally through diplomatic channels, that those who are responsible for the persecution and slaughter of Jews in Hungary will be considered as war criminals and will be required to stand trial for their crimes. In this connection, it should be made clear that responsibility will attach to all those, whether in high or low stations, who by action or inaction contribute to the result.

2. The only practical means of escape from Hungary is into that portion of Yugoslavia which is under the control of Marshal Tito. It would be of considerable assistance if Marshal Tito were requested by the Soviet Union to aid Jews seeking this route to safety. It might also be of assistance if the Soviet Union were to demand that Bulgaria and Romania afford Jews escaping from Hungary safe asylum, and to warn both Bulgaria and Romania in terms similar to the suggested warning to Hungary.

[Signature] J.W. Pohle

cc: Geo. Warren
American Embassy, London, reports that it has been informed that deportation of Jews from Hungary and territories under its control has already begun and that 24,000 had been deported from Sub-Carpatho-Russia to date, in addition to general deportation of Polish refugees whose names are known to the Hungarian police. The Embassy at Ankara states that the Turk Consul at Budapest had sent the Foreign Office word that every Jew entering Consulate there was arrested as soon as he left and transported to an unknown place.

Please endeavor to have Russian broadcasts in appropriate languages beamed on Germany and German-satellite countries transmit warnings to German and German-satellite military and civilian personnel carrying out deportation proceedings that they personally will be held responsible by the United Nations for their actions and the deaths that may result from deportation. Please also approach the Foreign Office in an attempt to have it use its influence upon the satellite governments and populations by all possible means to cause their resistance to German demands for the deportation and persecution of minority groups under their control.

For your information, the OWI transmitters are carrying similar warnings and the American Embassy, London, is being requested to make similar approaches to the Ministry of Information and the Foreign Office.

May 10, 1944
5:10 p.m.
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Jerusalem

Dated August 28, 1944

Secretary of State
Washington

AUG 1944

CONTROL COPY

121, August 28, 6 p.m.

Jewish Agency reports receipt of reliable information that Germans still desire meeting, preferably in Switzerland, to discuss the question of release of remaining Jewish groups in German hands. Jewish Agency representatives in Istanbul believe that carrying into effect of Horthy offer depend upon such meeting taking place. Germans are reported to be in contact with relief agencies in Switzerland and Portugal and are said to have sent 122 Hungarian Jews to Bergen Belsen with the view to their release presumably as a token of good-will when meeting takes place as envisaged in original offer as brought by Brandt. This information has been given to Palestine Government and has been transmitted to London.

Jewish Agency suggests that Hungary may avenge itself on Jews for loss of Transylvania and says that renewed warnings might be helpful.

PINKERTON

WSB
Proposed use of steamship TIRI for rescue Jews from Rumania is now out of the question because of publicity given to project but if another Turkish ship of similar size can be found by Agency believe that the Turkish Government will permit it to sail without sail conduct further than that guarantee can be given similar to that given for TIRI. Safe conduct would not be requested and ship would proceed in the same manner as MARITZA and MILITAN have been used. In view of imminent possibility of Constantza being occupied by Germans as they retreat before Soviet armies matter is very urgent.

Agency has received reliable information that there has been a definite German decision to proceed as rapidly as possible with systematic deportation of Hungarian
Hungarian Jews to Poland. Every day transport is to be sent and 8,000 from Carpatho Russia have already been taken. Suggest deportation would be much impeded if railways between Hungard and Poland could be bombed. Also suggest renewal of warning against Hungarian participation and persecution and inclusion of Bulgaria in warning as German influence in that country is rapidly increasing with accompanying measures.

Has International Red Cross instructed its representatives in Hungary to assist in relief and protection of Jews as suggested by Dobkin in his telegram to Rabbi Wise? Funds available here for work are limited and would urge appointment your representative to Turkey who would have authority to assist financially in plans approved by you or that Embassy at Ankara be authorized to participate financially.

PINNERTON
SUBJECT: Jewish Refugees from Hungary and Romania.

I have the honor to refer to the Department's telegram No. 121, dated May 11, 7 P.M., and my reply thereto No. 63 of May 13, 5 P.M., relating to the arrest of Jews in Romania and to the persecution of Jews in Hungary. The head of the Immigration Department of the Jewish Agency has now furnished additional information on the subject. He states experience has shown that persecution of Jews takes place in three stages: first, all Jews are required to wear the badge, second, they are deprived of their property and means of livelihood, and third, they are placed in concentration camps with a view to their extermination. At the end of March the first stage was reached in Hungary and Hungarian papers reported the enactment of a law requiring all Jews, including part Jews, having as much as one-fourth Jewish blood from the age of 6 upwards to wear the yellow badge. As evidence of the enforcement of this act, Hungarian papers reported early in March that many arrests had been made for non-compliance therewith.

Jewish libraries all over Hungary have been seized. Andre Lasslo, former Minister of the Interior and now head of the Jewish Department of the Ministry of Interior, is reported to have requisitioned Jewish apartments for the accommodation of Hungarians who have suffered in air raids. Municipal and Government officials who are Jews have been dismissed and replaced by Hungarians. Zionist offices in Hungary have been closed. This is the second step, or the economic measures, which have been taken.

It is reported that hundreds of thousands of Jews are now being interned in camps and ghettos. The names of the ghettos so far available are as follows: Szegecs, Des, Debrecon, Nyiregyhaza, Borosgazs, Marosvasarhely, Satmaromeeti, Nagybanya, Nagyabolcs, Munkacs, Mateszalma, Beesztergoms.
With regard to the arrest of Zionist leaders in Bucharest, the following information has been received from a refugee who left Romania at the beginning of May through the Jewish Agency.

The arrests of the leaders were effected on March 27, 1944. They were caused by the detention of two Polish Jews in whose possession forged documents were found. The two refugees admitted, when examined by the police, that they had received the documents from Joseph Friedmann, a member of the Youth Zionist Movement in Bucharest. During a search of Mr. Friedmann's apartment, two million leis were found and confiscated. Mr. Friedmann said that he had received the money from Mr. Ilahu Stemhentist, Chairman of the Zionist Organization in Bucharest. Further searches were made at the premises of persons active in the Zionist organization and the Zionist Youth Movement. As a result of these searches the following persons were put under arrest: Friedmann, Buchvulistti, Professor Berl, Fisher, Dr. Enzer, Rosenweig, Puka, Scrisul, Bumohl, Tabaciu, Reisenfeler, Reiser, Picker, Segall, Vareascu, Krell, Schwartz, Ego Feckler, Freddy Feckler, Dubs, Danascovici, Negoi, and her sister, Jitter, Zussman, Foscht, Blau, Schuler, Blumer, Logu, and Maria Pocescu.

At the same time these people were arrested, the Gestapo submitted to the Romanian police photostatic copies of letters and reports sent by representatives of the local Zionist organization to the Zionist organizations in Geneva and Istanbul containing information concerning the position of Jews in Poland and Transnistria. After about a fortnight Fischer, Reisenfeler, Dr. Enzer, Puka and Professor Berl were released. The representatives of the local Jewish community intervened with the authorities and Dr. A. L. Zissu raised the issue of the arrests in a personal interview with the Vice-Premier, Mihai Antonescu, which resulted in the release of Rosenweig and Reiser. All of the others are reported to be still under detention and are to be tried before a Court Martial. The charges brought against them are "activities harmful to the security of the state, communication with the enemy, and smuggling of Polish Jews to Romania."

The refugee says there are reasons to believe that the authorities in Romania are showing a tendency to alleviate the conditions of the Jews there in the hope that this might place them in a more favorable position with the allied powers after the occupation of the country and in international discussions which will follow the war. He believes, therefore, that diplomatic intervention regarding the fate of the arrested Jews might produce results and says it is not out of the question that as a result of such intervention the proceedings might be wholly suspended and the persons released. Contrary to the original report that only 12 to 15 persons remain in custody, it now appears there are some 26.

Arrangements/
Arrangements have been made with the Jewish Agency whereby all information concerning Jewish refugees and their possible fate in occupied European countries will be made available to this Consulate General and immediately upon its receipt it will be forwarded by airmail or telegraph, depending upon the nature of the information received. The Agency acts as a centralized office where all Zionist reports are submitted and it is hoped that as complete information as may become available will be furnished to this office.

Respectfully yours,

L. C. Robertson,
American Consul General.

File No. 328
LC/45
FROM: American Consulate General, Jerusalem
TO: Secretary of State, Washington
DATED: May 25, 1944
NUMBER: 71

Department's cable of May 11, No. 101 is referred to herewith.

You are informed that yesterday there arrived in Haifa the group of 317 refugees who reached Turkey on the steamer MARITZA. Included in the group were a few Jews who escaped from Hungary early in May. The names of Hungarian officials associated with the Germans in persecution of the Jews which have been supplied by those refugees are as follows:

Yapko Andor, Minister of Interior, Raky Laszlo, Deputy Chief of Jewish Department, Andre Laszlo, formerly reported as Minister of Interior, now said to be chief of Jewish Department, Ministry of Interior, Doroszi Nagyago, liaison officer between Hungarian and German armies, Erroko Gervani, head of central Police, Kaledy Tihor, Mayor of Budapest.

PICKFORD
American Consulate, Jerusalem

Secretary of State, Washington

May 12, 1944

SECRET

Reference is made herewith to Department's cable of May 11, No. 101.

It is stated by Jewish Agency that it believes only twelve to fifteen persons are still under arrest in Romania for aiding Jews to escape. New information is that a Hungarian previously detained and he has been denied full details.

The only names of Hungarian officials involved in the persecution available to the agency is Gendre Lasslo, Minister of the Interior.

It is stated in a recent RNL report which the agency received that up to April 28 over 300,000 Jews from the war zone have been interned.

We are mailing a full report.

[Signature]

May 12, 1944

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-73
By R. H. Parks Date, SEP 14 1972
The American Embassy, London, has reported on the basis of a telegram received by its London representatives from the Jewish Agency for Palestine that of a large group arrested in Bucharest for their activity in aiding the escape of Jewish refugees from Hungary and other areas all but 30 have been released. Please have Jewish Agency authorities furnish Ambassador Steinhardt, either through you or through their representatives at Ankara, all available details concerning these 30 persons and circumstances surrounding their detention.

London Embassy also reports deportation from Sub-Carpatho-Russia and persecution in Hungary. Please obtain from Jewish Agency names of Hungarian officials responsible and report to Department.

Hull

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1317-72
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 14 1972
May 10, 1944

To: Mr. Warren
From: J. Pohle

There is enclosed herewith for appropriate clearance and prompt despatch, a telegram to the American Consulate at Jerusalem.

(Initials) J. W. P.

Enclosure.
PROTOCOL TO AMBASSADOR CONSIGLIO GENERAL, JERUSALEM

The American embassy, London, has reported on the basis of a telegram received by its London representatives from the Jewish agency for Palestine that of a large group arrested in Buenoaest for their activity in aiding the escape of Jewish refugees from Hungary and other areas all but 30 have been released. Please have Jewish agency authorities furnish Ambassador Steinhardt, either through you or through their representatives at Athens, all available details concerning these 30 persons and circumstances surrounding their detention.

London embassy also reports deportation from Sub-Carpatho-Rusin and persecution in Hungary. Please obtain from Jewish agency names of Hungarian officials responsible and report to Department.

May 10, 1944
5:10 p.m.
The cable below is from the Refugee Board.

The following is the substance of a message that has been received from McClelland, who represents at Bern:

The Swiss received a message from their Legation in Budapest on the 27th of October which stated that an agreement had been arrived at between the Governments of Germany and Hungary according to which the emigration of about 8,000 Jews from Hungary would soon be authorized and that by the 15th of November this would have to be carried out. Means of transportation to the frontier of Switzerland would be furnished by the Germans and the Hungarians.

The Swiss political Department on the 31st of October instructed its Legation in Budapest that these refugees would be received in Switzerland, this instruction following approval by Federal Council and in order to offset any possible use by the Germans of the Hungarians of lack of readiness on the part of the Swiss an excuse not to allow these people to depart. The decision was in line with assurances which in August were given to us.

All pertinent information with regard to documentation, composition, and ultimate destination of the group was requested urgently by wire of the Swiss Legation in Budapest on the 28th of October.
-2- 335, November 15, 10 p.m., to Caserta

October and again on the 1st of November, since it is not clear whether all of the 8,000 are holders of Palestine certificates, or whether only a part of them hold such certificates.

November 1 conversations with Chief of Federal Police and with representative for relief and refugee affairs of the Politic Department reveal that the Swiss are concerned seriously regarding the practical difficulties which are involved in receiving and housing a group of this size, even temporarily, at such short notice. Switzerland has received more than 26,000 new refugees during the past six weeks, they pointed out, (chiefly women and children from Valdostola in Italy and from the combat zones in France) while, on the other hand, only 8,000 people have departed 2000 French civilians and 6000 military escapes. It would be difficult to solve the problem of fuel, blankets, and housing sufficient to properly take care of 8,000 people in winter; in addition, many of the refugees may be clothed inadequately.

Accordingly, the Swiss are anxious that steps be taken as soon as possible for the evacuation of such Hungarian refugees. The practicability of furnishing Swiss trains for the transportation at once to Marseilles or to some other French seaport of all those who are eligible for emigration to Palestine is being looked into by the Swiss. Therefore, it would be wise if the board at once could study the problem of obtaining one or more ships for Palestine.
in addition, the Swiss would appreciate any efforts which could be made toward evacuation to North Africa or some other territory of Allied choice of all or a part of those who are not destined for Palestine.

Radio Budapest, evidently reversing the decision which was reported in October 24 telegram from the Legation, repeated several times during the evening of the 29th of October and the morning of the 30th of October, instructions addressed to all Hungarian authorities, the army, and the police, to the effect that protective documents or foreign passports should be respected and that future Jewish holders of such documents should not be sent to compulsory labor service; and, in addition, that rights of extraterritoriality should be enjoyed by foreign Consulates, Legations, and premises of ICO.

Now it seems probable that the majority of the 50,000 male Jews reported as being deported as labor are being sent to western Hungary for work along the Austro-Hungarian border, on fortifications there.

It is very difficult to believe that the release of 8,000 Jews has suddenly been decided upon in view of the recent intensified anti-Jewish stand taken by the Szalassy regime as well as the consistent refusal of the Germans to allow the departure of even the initial
4-8385, November 15, 10 p.m., to Caserta

initial group of 2,000 holders of Palestine certificates.

We will keep you informed with reference to this matter.

UNQUOTE

It is requested that you deliver a copy of this message to
Governor Cochrane UNRRA and to G-5 Section AFHQ for their information and preliminary informal consideration since it may be desirable to use Philo-Peaceville should the rescue of these refugees be affected. Any comments which they may have will be appreciated. McClelland's message also being given to the Department and UNRRA Washington.

Sgt. Caserta
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Caseota
Dated October 12, 1944
Rec'd 2:30 p.m.

Secretary of State
Washington

723, October 12, 9 a.m.

FOR WNB FROM KIRK.

DEPTKL 218, October 6, WNB 51.

I have requested Ambassador Taylor to bring this matter to attention of Hungarian authorities through intercession of Vatican and will cable you when further information is forthcoming.

Kirk

WNB

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept Letter 11-11-72
By R. H. Parks Date SEP 14 1972
In view of the recently announced Hungarian plan to remove Jews from secret to provincial camps, please convey the text of the following message to Hungarian authorities through such channels as may be available to you:

NOTE: The Government of the United States has learned of the plan of Hungarian authorities to remove the Jews still remaining in secret to putative work camps in the provinces. In view of the fate of Jews who were removed in previous months from other cities to similar camps, and in view of the approach of winter, the Government of the United States has good reason to regard the present plan as a further measure of mass extermination, for mass extermination may be accomplished either by the methods employed at Camps of Final Destination in Poland, or by subjecting large numbers of people to under-nourishment, hard physical labor and unsanitary living conditions in improvised camps. Consequently, the United States government considers it appropriate to remind Hungarian authorities of its determination, as expressed by the President of the United States on March 8th, that no act of inhumanity shall be tolerated in these acts of savagery shall go unpunished. All who share the

DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter 1-11-32
By H. H. Parks Date: SEP.14 1972
-G.T.H., October 6, 3 p.m. as reported.

the guilt shall share the punishment. CLOSING INSTRUCTION.

This determination was publicly reaffirmed on May 31 and June 28 by members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee, respectively.

The government of the United States, however, recognizes the possibility that the present plan may in fact have been evolved to achieve genuine humanitarian ends as have been claimed by various Hungarian authorities. To the extent that the plan, if put in operation, may achieve such ends, the government of the United States will, of course, recognize the validity of such claims. On the other hand, should the removal of the Jews from Budapest to provincial camps be but a prelude to their further removal to extermination centers or otherwise result in their deaths, Hungarian authorities are fully apprised of the attitude of the people and Government of the United States.

Ms. JOSEPH

Ambassation Bern has been asked to request the Swiss Foreign Office to deliver the foregoing message to appropriate Hungarian authorities. Both Ambassation Bern and Embassy Lisbon have been asked to use such unofficial channels as may be available to them for
October 6, 2 p.m. to Caserta.

-3-

for the same purpose. Please advise Department and Board of action taken by you.

HULL
(GHW)
CABLE TO AMBASSADOR KIEZ AND ACKERMANN, AMERLAD, BERN

In view of the recently announced Hungarian plan to remove Jews from Budapest to provincial camps, please convey the sense of the following message to Hungarian authorities through such channels as may be available to you:

"The Government of the United States has learned of the plan of Hungarian authorities to remove the Jews still remaining in Budapest to passive work camps in the provinces. In view of the fate of Jews who were removed in previous months from other cities to similar camps, and in view of the approach of winter, the Government of the United States has good reason to regard the present plan as a further measure of mass extermination, for mass extermination may be accomplished either by the methods employed at camps of final destination in Poland, or by subjecting large numbers of people to undernourishment, hard physical labor and unhygienic living conditions in improvised camps. Consequently, the United States Government considers it appropriate to remind Hungarian authorities of its determination, as expressed by the President of the United States on March 24, that none who participate in these acts of savagery shall go unpunished. All who share the guilt shall share the punishment. CABLE INTERRUPTED. This determination was publicly reaffirmed on May 21 and June 28 by members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee, respectively.

"The Government of the United States, however, recognizes the possibility that the present plan may in fact have been evolved to achieve genuine humanitarian ends as has been claimed by various Hungarian authorities. To the extent that the plan, if put in operation, may achieve such ends, the Government of the United States will, of course, recognize the validity of such claims. On the other hand, should the removal of the Jews from Budapest to provincial camps be but a prelude to their further removal to extermination centers or otherwise result in their deaths, Hungarian authorities are fully apprised of the attitude of the people and Government of the United States. CABLE INTERRUPTED.

"A delegation has been asked to request the Swiss Foreign Office to deliver the foregoing message to appropriate Hungarian authorities. Both Ambassador Bern and Ambassador Mikov have been asked to use such unofficial channels as may be available to them for this purpose. Please advise Department and Board of action taken by you.

THIS IS WIRE CABLE NO. 51

5:00 p.m. October 3, 1944

Mia Chancey (for the Sec'y) Abrahamson, Cohn, DaBols, Friedman, Hodel, Laughlin, Lesser, Mannon, McCormack, Riles

电报内容：

在最近宣布的匈牙利计划中，将犹太人从布达佩斯转移到省外的劳动营，传达以下信息给匈牙利当局，通过可能可用的渠道。

"美国政府得知匈牙利当局计划将布达佩斯剩余的犹太人转移到省外的劳役营。鉴于之前其他城市转移犹太人的命运，以及冬季的临近，美国政府有充分理由认为该计划是大规模灭绝的进一步措施，因为大规模灭绝可以通过在波兰的集中营使用的手段来实现，或者通过将大量人群置于营养不良、繁重劳动和不卫生的生活条件在临时营中来实现。因此，美国政府认为匈牙利当局应被提醒它的决心，总统在3月24日所表达的决心，即所有参与这些暴行的人将无法逃避惩罚。所有共谋者将共担罪责。电报中断。该决心在5月21日和6月28日被公开重申，由参议院外委会和众议院外委会的成员。

"美国政府认识到，该计划可能已经发展成真正的善意目的，正如某些匈牙利当局所声称。在一定程度上，如果计划按实施，将实现这些目的，美国政府将认可这些声明的合法性。另一方面，如果该计划的目的是将犹太人从布达佩斯转移到省外劳役营，而不是作为进一步转移至灭绝营的前奏或导致其他后果，匈牙利当局被充分告知了美国人民和政府的态度。

"美国政府委托了一个代表团，要求瑞士外交官将上述信息传递给适当的匈牙利当局。同时，Bern大使和Mikov大使被要求使用任何可用的非官方渠道。请告知采取的行动。
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